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Recently we have investigatedthe perturbation of strong gravity theory
which was originally suggested as a gravitational analogue of vector dominance
of hadron electrodynamics [l] and later on extended to include colour for the
strong interacting tensor fields [2], The difficulties associated with the
non-gauge invariance of the Lagrangian have forced us to develop first a
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suitable form of perturbation theory for strong gravity [3]. We have also
shown that the approximate strong gravity solution [It], which has been interpreted as an effective potential in order to provide an interesting mechanism
for quark confinement [5], is unstable under odd parity perturt>ations.
we have given

PERTUHBATION OF AH EXACT STROHG GRAVITY SOLUTIOH *

new and suitable multipole expansions [6].

applied to the linear wave equations and static spherically symmetric strong
gravity solution.

We have separated out the effective Hamiltonian of small

fluctuations for the modes of a given angular momentum and parity
.
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Later

These have been

by using

these multipole expansions and the Hamiltonian formalism of general relativity.
It sas shown that for some values of the odd parity canonical variables the
perturbed Hamiltonian is a negative definite function and thus concluded again
that the approximate strong gravity solution is unstable.
However, a different choice of interaction Lagrangian leads to a
different solution [3], [6]. As a matter of fact, Isham and Storey have obtained

ABSTRACT
[7] a new exact solution and have also shown that the solution previously
analyzed is an approximate solution.
Perturbations of an exact strong gravity solution are investigated.
The aim of this paper is to analyze this new exact solution by using

It is shovn, by using the new multipole expansions previously presented,
that this exact and static spherically symmetric solution is stable under

the multipole expansion mentioned above.

odd parity perturbations.

of exact strong gravity solution are investigated, both because of the extreme

Here only the odd parity perturbations

difficulty in testing the positivity of the Hamiltonian of even fluctuations [8]
and because of the fact that our previous results were only valid for the odd
parity perturbations.
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taking

g ^

= n

In our analysis we shall again ignore gravitation by

(flat space-time).

However, it turns out that this cannot

be done arbitrarily and this specific value of
for the existence of an exact solution.

g

introduces a constraint

By taking into account this constraint

we shall show that exact strong gravity solution is stable under odd parity
perturbations only for some restricted values of parameter

a

appearing in

the interaction Lagrangian.
*
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The plan of the paper Is as follows.

In the next section the Lagrangian

and exact general strong gravity solution is summarized, an exact solution
which will be analyzed here is deduced and the action functional Is given in
ADM formalism [9]. In the last section, the perturbed action and the effective
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• Hamiltonian of the odd parity fluctuations are calculated.

It is shown that

with

far ail of the values of the canonical variables the effective Hamilvonian is
positive definite r Therefore we conclude that the strong gravity ;jo.liiti ~n Is
stable under odd parity perturbations when the parameter

u

is siiitibiy

restricted.

(2.5)
II.

SOLUTIONS
The Lagrangian from which the general solution has been obtained is; T]

where

given by

L^

_L=^4( iu ^ < * i: -

and
which is just the Einstein I,agrangian for

g

and

f

fields apd generally

covariant mixing term which causes the interactions between the field P;.
and

f

.

K

and

Kf

A

is an integration constant.
We ignore the gravitational coupling (K

(flat space-time).

<< K f ) and set

g^^

This is valid only for the special value of

A ,

are the gravitational constant and the coupling

constant of the strongly interacting f-meson, respectively.

M

is the f-meson
(2.7)

mass.
Variation with respect to

gyv

and

f^v

give the following g-field
The constant

and f-fields equations:

anishes for the above value of

1/R
R

A, so that the

S
Minkowskl metric

g

= n

can be an exact solution.

(This shows that the

olution which has been examined in Befs.3 and 6 happens to "be exact for A = •
For this value of i

, the Lagrangian of the strong gravity theory and its

solution which will be analyzed under small perturbations are given as fallow:
(2.3)
(2.E
The exact solution of the above field equations are [10] (here
Schvarzschild masses are taken equal to zero)

=- C i^
-3-

Jl*t

? [-

(Ael

-- C

(2.10)

where

(2.i

(2.11)

Here the solution is expressed most simply in spherical polar coordinates with a retarded time.

This solution is similar to the previously

investigated solution under small perturbations [ll] for a = 0

and A = h.

The metric Y-, is used to raise indices, vertical bar denotes the covariant
i
differentiation with respect to y , IT = v
and H(y) is the three-dimensional
curvature scalar constructed from y .

At the end of our calculations we will therefore be able to check our previous
calculations by taking
Since

a •> 0.

rf-? B(f) is identical in form with the Einstein-Lagrangian,

the canonical action functional can be written in the Arnovitt, Deser and
III.

Mi'sner form [9], After discarding the surface terms, it reads [3], [6]

PERTURBATIONS
Here we have aa exact classical solution to a set of coupled nonlinear

equations and want to test this solution

/I ._L
••'•

.

(2.12)

for stability against small perturbations.

In essence, the problem is to find the effective Hamiltonian functional/fluctuation

f

variables and test its positivity/
f uv

which denotes the inverse of

f

is expressed in terms of

uv

y

and

H

by

_ I

The classical solution is static so that H j
=0.
Since the metric
is diagonal (H±)c^= f^ = 0,
On the other hand the fluctuation of Nt does
not contribute to the odd part [6]. Therefore we define only small fluctuations
q, P, and n^ by

(2.13)

The indices. i,j

take values

r, 9,

The other functions appearing in (2.12)

are defined;by
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Inserting these expressions In the action functional and retalr.'[ifr only
•the terms which are bilinear in the fluctuations one gets the form

(3.6)

•'..2)

In obtaining Eq.(3.5) we picked up only the terms which contributed to the
aonormal parity modes and eliminated
n

IJ'S by setting

3H/3n = O.

InEq.(3.6)

reads

Here the raising and lowering of indices is with respect to the c 1 as.-; i c-ii. t-;ns
y? • and vertical bar " | "

denotes covariant differentiations with rcj:»» J . to

this metric.

(3.7)

3 A

In'order to facilitate the angular decomposition, it

:

a use'.'u:

v

introduce ft spherical.holicity "basis

Here we use the new multipole expansions

; i . 3;

or

(3.8)

:

where the one-forms, are defined lay

, 0.*=—

and likewise for t h e momenta

P ^ [121.

How we i n s e r t t h e above expansions

in Eq.(3-5) define even andodd combinations

q^±

ajid

q.^

by

"in terms of helieity components the action can fce written io
oii
(3.9)

where
-7-

and similarly for P p and p . Then the action functional, separates into a
sum of contributions according to-angular momentum and parity.
If we ignore
the normal, parity modes and perform the angular integrations we obtain (at m = 0
vtiere a l l variables are r e a l ) ,

(3.10)

We have investigated the perturbations of the static spherically syaunetric
solution of the strong gravity theory and have shown that the effective perturbed
Hamiitonian is a positive definite function of small perturbations.
Therefore
we conclude that the general solution of the strong gravity is stable under odd
This result agrees with the result' of
parity perturbations for a <0.
shown that for
Kefs.[3,6] where it has been sho*

a = 0

and

A > r* the strong

gravity solution is unstable under odd parity perturbations.

where the Hamiitonian

j£

is giv.en by

In order to shov that the solution given by Eq.(.10) 1B stable, we
have to prove that JC . . is a positive definite function for a l l of the
arbitrary values of the canonical variables.
Hovever, taking the value
& (A * 0: for or < 0) given by Eq.(2.7) for which our solution is exact strong
y solution, I t ia seen that a l l of the coefficients
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are positive for

o. <0

and consequently for all the arbitrary values of

oanonieal variables,

.

'odd

>

0

• for

a < 0.
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